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while(true)
{

…\\working methods
if(contribution_finished)
{
contribution_patch_upload();
System.out.print(“my patch is already uploaded”);
break;

}
}
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Intended & Finished changes(1)

RedundantImportCheck.java : An ‘if’ statement was added to 
check if an import is imported by a wildcard import as well.

Code:

(Code added to ReduntantImportCheck.java)

UnusedImportsCheck.java : The intended change for that 
check in order to support wildcard imports was proven much more 
difficult. It could be easily implemented to check if any class of a 
wildcard import is used but was difficult to distinguish class’s
methods or variables. That was something that checkstyle’s API 
doesn’t support.  



Intended & Finished changes(2)
StrictDuplicateCode.java : Two setter methods where added, which 

give the choice to ignore or not the imports and the comments of the file 
that is checked for duplication code. An AutomaticBeans.class that exists 
in the application‘s API translates these methods to properties of the 
check, which are set by the user through the XML input file.

Code:

(Code added to StrictDuplicateCode.java)



Intended & Finished changes(3)
My check, ClassBlankness.java : It counts the blank lines and 

these that contain at most a ‘{‘ or ‘}’ character. It also offers a setter 
method for the minimum blank lines that the block of the class should 
contain. If the blank lines are less than the minimum, there is a 
message that comes out to show that the class is not clear enough.

Code:

(Sample Code of ClassBlankness.java)



Intended & Finished changes(4)
New Logger, JavaLogger.java : Also a .java file can be given as an 

output of the checks. This file will contain the source code of the 
checked file(s) and every check message will appear next to the line 
that is referred to, in comment form, like \\ check_message.

“-f java” should be given when calling the application from the 
command line, in order to use the JavaLogger.

Code:

(Sample Code of Main.java)



Changes made to checkstyle’s GUI(5)

Changes in Main.java and ParseTreeInfoPanel.java of 
com.puppycrawl.tools.checkstyle.gui package.

1) When a file is selected, its name appears on the frame‘s title.

2) A read-only text area was added under the tree, that depicts the 
file‘s structure according to the “antlr.CommonAST” package. The 
source code of the selected file is transferred there.

Due to difficulties faced with understanding the way that some 
methods of “javax.swing.tree” and “javax.swing.event” packages 
work, the EventListener that would highlight the corresponding line of 
a selected AST node, could not be implemented, which was intended. 
Also the documentation provided for this package is really poor.



How is checkstyle’s GUI… 
(after my changes)



What had to be done later…?

To write or modify the classes for the tests of the changed or 
inserted files, so that the test reports that the application generates 
when running the tests, are at good level – percentage.

1)

(Sample Code of RedundantImportCheckTest.java)

After testing the output of the check on the changed classes, the 
String[] expected had to be modified. 



Go on testing…

2) To add testing methods to StrictDuplicateCodeCheckTest.java for 
the methods inserted in StrictDuplicateCode.java

(Sample Code of StrictDuplicateCodeCheckTest.java)



Go on testing…

3) To write a simple test class for the new check, 
ClassBlanknessCheckTest.java

(Sample Code of ClassBlanknessCheckTest.java)



Ready to fade out…

After all, a patch file with all the changes was extracted with the 
command “cvs diff -u > mychanges.patch” .

A contribution package is already uploaded to the project’s patch 
repositoty and can be accessed by:

http://sourceforge.net/tracker/index.php?func=detail&aid=1499180
&group_id=29721&atid=397080



Thank you for your attention and your time:-)

Questions?
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